nals whose depravity and criminality could be read on their bodies" and by "dissemiGelfand, Lynn. "Tales, Technology, and Transformations: How Different Media Environments Shape the Structure, Style, and Content of Folk Narratives." Ph.D. diss. Indiana University, 2008. 474 pp. 69:3793A. Gelfand believes that "under the impetus of mass mediation, folk narratives are in the process of developing into new forms that defy long-held oral/print and folklore/popular culture categories." She poses two questions: How does "the projection" of folk narratives "through a particular medium affect the structure, style, and content of the narrative, and how does the transfer of a folk narrative from one medium to another affect the folk narrative's status as a folkloric item?" Getrost, Kara. "From Innocent Play to Imperial Survey: Adolescent Rites of Passage in the British and German Adventure Novels of Sub-Saharan Africa, 1870 -1905 ." Ph.D. diss. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 288 pp. DAI 69:2704A. Getrost believes her dissertation "explodes universalized notions of African adventure by contextualizing popular British texts by R. M. Ballantyne, H. Rider Haggard, G. A. Henty, and W. H. G. Kingston with rare German ones from the lesser-known authors Eginhard von Barfus, Carl Falkenhorst, and Otto Felsing." She argues that the development "of the figurative young adult in these texts is the crucial factor in the formation of the Anglo-European image of Africa" because "adolescents perform the work of cultural interaction at the moment of engagement, which in turn questions the stability, and perhaps even the very existence, of the novel's underlying binary constructions." Geva-Grofman, Dana. "Development from Repetition to Symbolization in the First Six
Years of Life and Its Mirroring in Children's Books." Ph.D. diss. City University of New York, 2008. 125 pp. DAI 69:5777B. Geva-Grofman believes "that the lasting allure of classic books is based on their controlled application of repetition and the development of symbolization through the use of words, sounds, prosody, and images." To determine this she compares "best-selling" books with less popular ones and finds that they differ "in the nature of illustrations; musicality of the text (i.e. rhyming); fit between text and illustrations; and the degree to which the texts allow reader and child to enjoy reading together." Green, Melody Sharon. "The Sacrifice In a work about sacrificial death in child and adolescent fantasy, Green categorizes various "types of sacrifices that occur in this genre," such as "texts created for young audiences that question the meaning and purpose of sacrifice," texts written by young people "about sacrifices that have been stopped or prevented, or are about sacrifices that end sacrificial systems," and texts that "focus on hope provided by an averted sacrifice." Hebert, Jill Marie. "Shapeshifter: The Manifestations of Morgan le Fay." Ph.D. diss.
Western Michigan University, 2008. 282 pp. DAI 69:2707A. Hebert "focuses on the roles of Morgan le Fay in selected medieval through contemporary Arthurian works"; examines her "ability to evade the shape(s) othersauthors, critics, and characters-attempt to impose upon her, to use the expectations of others against them, and to move among, outside of, and around assumptions as necessary"; and also demonstrates by comparison how "culturally determined definitions of identity inhibit other characters (such as knights) with whom she interacts." Hollenbeck, Bryn Varley. "Making Space for Children: The Material Culture of American Childhoods, 1900 -1950 While horror stories for children are not new (vide early religious stories of hell and torment for the unrighteous), "secular cautionary tales and temperance narratives" were used to "proselytize sobriety." She believes that books like the prereader The Cat in the Hat, which "introduces the iconic horror figure of the unstoppable opponent into the literary world of the solitary pre-reader, occupies the central position between cautionary horror in early American children's literature and entertainment horror in contemporary American children's literature, and represents the turning point between historical didactic horror literature for children in which the message is deliberate and forceful and contemporary horror literature for children in which the message seems almost accidental." Hood also discusses modern religious horror literature, a genre in which adults are "either absent by choice, completely incompetent, or are themselves the source of danger." Hsu, Shih-Szu. "Manifest Domesticity Koss's study "systematically categorized the types of multiple narrative perspectives existing in current young adult (YA) novels and explored the sociocultural phenomenon of why these texts are more prevalent in contemporary society." She answers the following three questions: "How can multiple narrative perspective books usefully be described and defined? Why do teens and adults who work with YA literature think more of these novels are being published? What challenges do editors and marketers of major publishing houses encounter with these novels?" Lacey, Katrina A. Using a theatre-in-education curriculum, Mages reports on "the language and cognitive development of 155 preschool children enrolled in 12 Head Start sites in New York City." By the end of the second phase of the investigation, "the Englishlanguage learners closed the gap; there were no differences in narrative development related to home language." She concludes with "a detailed description of the drama program, including the culture of [ Moeller, a school library media specialist, worked with male and female students who all read three graphic novels. She discovered that "the male participants found graphic novel reading to be a very rewarding experience whereas the female participants felt that graphic novel reading did not sufficiently challenge their imaginative and analytical skills as they had experienced with traditional novels. Monette demonstrates the "complex functions" of the "problematic" epic hero who simultaneously embodies the bright dream of a protective and courageous aristocrat, and the brutal fact of a violent man with a talent for killing." He also "serves as a mediator between the mundane and supernatural worlds; he serves to protect his society, but is sometimes the bringer of social chaos; he supports the monarch, yet often this relationship is fraught with tension." He then "examines these heroes' genesis episodes, boyhood deeds, filicide episodes, heroic duels, Otherworld raids, and death tales." In addition, he "finds significant thematic parallels between the Old English Beowulf and the Persian Haftkhan Because abundant library services have a positive impact on at-risk student populations vis-á-vis No Child Left Behind, Nelson asserts that "there was a significant positive relationship between the level of professional library staffing and student CAT/6 reading outcomes" in the California schools she investigated. "The data also indicate that at higher performing schools, a higher percentage of library services and resources are provided for both Latino and white students." Nguyen, Kim Hong Thanh. "Imagining Orphanhood Post-9/11: Rhetoric, Trope, and Relying on primary sources, such as "newspaper articles; speeches; and books written about reading and books, all produced between 1933 and 1945," as well as 20 mass produced adolescent books, each with "an in-depth interpretive textual analysis," Payne evaluates the effect of popular propaganda on girls living in Nazi Germany. She believes that "In a state where the personal had become political, the novels present a broad picture of girls' life dominated by National Socialism, and as the state developed, the ways and extent that girls might be of use to the Reich in everyday life also becomes more apparent within the stories. In an "Action Research" study Pyterek worked with special-needs children, English language learners, and "a blend of ethnic, cultural, and religious backgrounds." She found that this method allowed her to "incorporate the children's ideas into the construction of the unit, make more appropriate adjustments to that curriculum and thus become more engaged when teaching the unit as well as better able to assess the students ' Renwick used "quality" contemporary children's literature, A Taste of Blackberries and Crossing Jordan, as a vehicle for "exploring students' understanding of sensitive issues as reflected in interactions during book discussions and written work," and the interaction between students and teachers regarding contemporary social issues. Warren's "study examines the formation of a new methodology for teaching college students how to engage in educational theatre for children"-a combination of the methods of Viola Spolin and Johnson, Johnson, and Smith. The "qualitative data collected suggests both college students and children in the audiences personally benefit from connection to the Children's Theatre Workshop." He also includes several appendices that demonstrate "the selection and instruction of students" as well as "the type of play best used with such an ensemble as the Children's Theatre "This qualitative study is concerned with exploring the possibility of teaching Young Adult Literature to advanced ESL students in the context of extensive reading." Wu "found that ESL learners favor those books which are: short, contain smaller chapters, non-fiction, written in plain, simple, yet formal English, and which discuss social or natural topics using up-to-date information." 
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